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WHO		WE		ARE		AND		WHAT		WE		DO?
'Steelrays' was founded in 1978 by an enthusiastic entrepreneur Mr. Surendra Kanjani. 

He revolutionized the concept of playground equipment in India. Gone were those 

clumsy, accident-prone, wooden and steel see-saws, slides, and swings that were 

replaced by classy, durable, plastic, and rubber playground equipment by 'Steelrays'.

The safety of the children in the playground was the optimum goal Surendra needed to 

achieve and 'Steelrays' continued to build playground equipment with safety in mind. 

The corroding steel rods were replaced by non-corroding steel and the wood was 

replaced by hard plastic and frp or powder-coated steel. The colours, 'Steelrays' flags 

off are always vibrant and appealing to children of all ages. As the Company grew, 

'Steelrays' diversified into various subcategories of sports equipment such as sports 

flooring, open gym, and rubber flooring. Sports flooring has vast opportunities to play 

on and 'Steelrays' is one of the best installers of various types of the sports flooring.

All the playground and sports equipment from 'Steelrays' are produced keeping the 

durability of products and safety of players in mind. At the time of our inception, the 

concept of playfield activities was at the nascent stage. We began our venture with 

swings and over the years developed more than 1000 varieties of products in different 

categories, sizes, finishes and is sufficing the needs of institutions, builders,

gymnasiums, corporate, and hospitality sectors pan India. Most of the municipal 

gardens have installed our equipment sets in their playground.



SPORTS FLOORING

Sports flooring is an essential part of a sports program at all levels. Whether one is 

playing at the international level or the school level competition, sports flooring is now 

mandatory. Our custom-made sports flooring is designed to absorb shocks and it 

ensures resistance to potential slips or slides. Before being laid at the destined field, 

our sports flooring goes through rigorous testing to meet international standards and 

guarantee unmatched quality.

‘Steelrays’ sports flooring exceeds in optimum performance and safety for outdoor as 

well as indoor sports activities. Be it a Yoga room or gymnasium, badminton or a multi-

sports facility, basketball or table tennis, ‘Steelrays’ sports flooring presents highly 

advanced safety features that deliver excellent traction and support for feet.

Our sports floors are made of environmentally friendly material and are very hygienic. 

They can withstand any weather conditions. They are easy to clean and are longer 

lasting. Various design, colour, and shape options are available to suit your taste or 

corporate identity. And above all, we offer our sports flooring at a very reasonable 

price without compromising quality. ‘Steelrays’ flooring is best designed to withstand 

harsh weather conditions. They are custom built to sizes as per the requirement of the 

sport.
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PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT

Our playground equipment is conceived and designed with only one aim in mind: A 

SMILE ON CHILDREN’S FACES. Yes, that is the certificate for our R&D behind 

playground equipment. Be it swing or see-saw or slide, we do not leave any “pinch-

points” that can snag any loose clothing or fingers.

When kids climb up our ladders and jet down our slides, they experience a world of 

freedom, imagination, and most of all fun! Our ultimate success is measured in the 

smiles and laughter that fill our playgrounds. Come play with us. The materials that we 

use are child friendly, vibrant coloured, and safe for children. Our design begins with a 

child’s imagination of having unlimited fun with the playground equipment.

Children have become very demanding and a simple swing or see-saw does not suffice 

their playing needs. Hence we have developed a lot many playground equipment that 

stand the test of time and liking of the kids. We have innovative slides made of different 

sizes and shapes to suit every pocket. Our playground systems are built with 

engineered strength and lasting durability. 

We make playground equipment for kids of all ages; from a toddler up to age 12. When 

we install playground equipment, we always strongly recommend rubber flooring 

under the playing equipment. This rubber flooring is highly essential to protect the 

child in case of fall or slip and is strongly recommended by experts. ‘Steelrays’ rubber 

flooring is strong, durable and tough to withstand the harshest of impact. Our 

protective rubber flooring surfaces are custom-sized to suit the playground 

equipment, have seamless,non-porous, easy-to-clean, hygienic, and last longer.
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OPEN GYM 

‘Steelrays’ is one of the leading manufacturers of open gym equipment. We also supply 

outdoor fitness equipment, outdoor exercising equipment along with the protective 

rubber flooring beneath the equipment. Our Open Gym Equipment has been designed for 

everyone and any age group. We have installed Exercising Equipment in parks, societies, 

and municipal gardens which are helping people in the building of their muscles and 

improving balance & co-ordination. We have years of experience and specialization in 

manufacturing and installing Outdoor Gym into parks and open spaces across India. 

BENEFITS OF OUTDOOR EXERCISING 

Exercise and physical activities can be done indoors as well as outdoors. But if the 

weather is pleasant it is advisable to exercise out in open. Research has time and again 

proven that open gym exercise is always more beneficial to health than that of indoors. 

Exercising in the open gym installed in parks, and gardens can relieve you of your anxiety 

and stress and can boost your mood for better. 

EFFECTIVE USE OF OPEN GYM EQUIPMENT 

‘Steelrays’ Open Gym Equipment is the best way to encourage people to exercise outside 

and our equipment is designed to be simple and easy-to-use for people of all ages. Open 

Gym Equipment is becoming very popular among young people. These fitness machines 

are multi-purpose which can be shared and used by different people at the same time. 

That’s why many public/private parks arinstalling outdoor gym equipment to the benefits 

of locals who use it. There has been an increase in the use of outdoor fitness equipment 

in school parks, public parks, private parks, and corporate parks pan India. 
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You may wonder about the use of rubber flooring in a gym but the fact is that a profusely 

sweating person has a very high risk of slipping and falling. Our rubber flooring is designed to 

absorb impact and prevent injuries.  

‘Steelrays’ rubber flooring is specially designed and engineered to resist slips during 

workouts and absorbing impact in case of accidental falls. After all, we care for humans. Our 

rubber floorings are strong, durable, and tough to withstand the harshest impact. Our rubber 

flooring is custom-sized to suit the style of your gym and have seamless, non-porous, easy-

to-clean, hygienic, and longer-lasting surfaces. Due to high mechanical strength and 

elasticity, gym users can use it for long hours. We have a vast range of designs and styles to 

match your gym theme and it’s strong enough to withstand the heavyweights of the 

equipment. 

RUBBER FLOORING 

‘Steelrays’ is one of the leading manufacturers of rubber sports flooring for a variety of 

different sports and facilities pan India. All of our sports flooring options are produced with 

the athlete’s performance in mind. We create rubber flooring surfaces that help athletes 

maximize their performance to optimum level while giving them a safe surface to minimize 

the risk of injuries. Our rubber flooring is custom built to suit your test and varies in thickness 

and sizes according to the type of sports. It is anti-skid and non-slippery to avoid accidents 

and in case of accidental falls, it absorbs shock and avoids injury. 

‘Steelrays’ strongly recommends the use of rubber flooring under playground equipment and 

under open gym equipment keeping safety in mind. 

To summarize, user’s safety and customer satisfaction are our ultimate goals and that helps 

us innovate and improvise making better products, every time. When you require the exercise 

equipment, just take the first step and contact us today. 

Steelrays 

Come play with us.
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Our organisation aims towards Total 

Customer Satisfication. We focus on the

requirements and expectations of our 

customers and strive to exceed them so as 

to provide world class products and services. 

We strive to exceed Customer Satisfaction 

by continuously innovating and improving 

our products and services.

Company	Vision
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Quality		&		durability

Kiln		seasoned		important		track		(Sycamore)		Wood

Affordable,		maintenance		free		&		long		lasting	

Use		Of		EPDM		rubber		air		cush		pads		for		superior		cushion

Tightly		inter	locked		tongue		&		Groove		system

WOODEN ACRYLIC PU

6
.1
m

13.4m

Anti	Slip	/	Non	skid	(Acrylic/PU)

Fast		dry		surface		&		UV		resistant		color		(Acrylic/PU)

Low		maintenance		(Acrylic/PU)

BADMINTON
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Safety		and		durability		guaranteed

Designed		for		high		performance	

Dries		up		in		very		less		time

Low		maintenance		and		cost		effective	

Reduced		Glare		Surface		&		Anti	slip

UV		Resistant	

Less		Harsh		to		Tennis		ball		&		body		Parts

ITF		Certi�ied	

PU ARTIFICIAL	TURF PPACRYLIC

1
0
.9
7
3
m

23.77m

TENNIS
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IAAF		Certi�ied	Athletic		Track

Strong		resistance		to		water

UV		resistance

Anti-Aging

Shock		absorbent

Aliphatic		top		coat		Option

EPDM

84.39m

ATHLETIC		TRACKS
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CRICKET		PITCH

All		weather		quick		drying		surface	

Qualitative		and		Reliable		Material

High		Stich		Density

Easy		to		Install

Cost		Effective		&		Affordable

UV		Stabilise

ARTIFICIAL		TURF
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FOOT	BALL

Help		to		create		a		Green		and		vibrant		lawn		all		year		around	
Long		lesting		and		durable		surface

Suitable		for		any		climatic		conditions	
UV		Stabilise
Improved		playing		performance

Easy		&		Cost		effective		maintenance		
in		contrast		to		the		traditional		surface

FIFA		Approved

ARTIFICIAL	TURF

4
5
-9
0
m

90-120m
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High		durability		and		superior		adhesion
Available		in		customized		colors	
Anti	slip			&		None	toxic
Resistant		to		Impact		and		abrasion
Easy		to		repair		and		maintain	
Can		be		installed		directly		on		Hard	base
UV		Resistance
Customised		colouns
FIBA		Certi�ied

BASKET	BALL

PP	TILES ACRYLIC PUWOODEN

1
5
m

28m
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High		quality		and		durability

Cost	effective		&		Affordable

UV		Stabilised		&		Easy		to		Maintain

Suitable		for		a		high		speed		game		like		hockey	

Proper		Drainage	

Resistant		to		all		kind		of		climatic		changes

FIH		Approved

Good		quality		shock	pad

Multiple		Colour		option		available

ARTIFICIAL	TURF

HOCKEY

91.4m

5
5
m
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Kiln		seasoned		imported		teak		(Sycamore)		wood
Affordable,		maintenance	free
Use		of		EPDM		rubber		air		cush		pads		for		superior		cushion
Tightly		interlocked		tongue		&		groove		systemTightly		interlocked		tongue		&		groove		system
Exclusive		use		of		imported		anti-skid		Poly	Urethane	Lacquer
Prevents		jerk		on		knee		&		back		of		players

WOODEN

SQUASH		COURT

13.71m

6
.1
0
m

6
.1
0
m
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Non		Slip

Soft		under	foot

Low		maintenance

Easy		to		instal	l

Inter	locking		system		available

Multiple		colour		option		available

RUBBER
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GYMNASIUM
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KIDS		PLAY		AREA

RUBBER
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RUBBER	FLOORING	FOR	PLAY	AREA

Low	maintenance

Very	durable

UV	Light	rays	stable

Sound	absorber

Environmental	friendly

Cost	Effective

Multiple	colour	option	available

Impact	absorber

Drain	s	easily	with	ponus	system

Soft	texture

Anti	slip	/	non-skid

For	both	Indoor	&	Outdoor	use

Soft	&	resilient
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LLDPE

CHILDREN’S		PLAY		EQUIPMENT	

Powder		coated		and		rust-free		steel	pipes,		Metal		sections,		handrails,	

etc		created		from		the		best		quality		steel

Metal		parts		are		checked		for		electrical		resistance,		exterior			durability	

and		adhesion		support

Plastic		components		are		created		only		with		the		highest		UV-grade		of		LLDPE

Roto		moulding		machine		is		used		to	get	smooth	�inish	in	every		component

All		products		use		unique		minimum		maintenance		fasting		system		called	

the		True		Safe		System
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STEELRAYS

*

157/158, Citi Mall New Link Road, 

Andheri (W), Mumbai - 53

steelrays@gmail.com |    www.steelrays.in
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